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Christian Bohn Joins Vicon in New Strategic Consulting Role
Hauppauge, New York (September 21, 2015): Vicon Industries, Inc. (VII: NYSE-MKT) (“Vicon”), trusted designer and
producer of video security systems and high-performance IP cameras, is excited to announce that Christian Bohn has
been brought on as a consultant to lead Vicon’s strategy planning process for expanded business growth. In this role,
Christian will also be responsible for guiding several strategic product and technology projects, centering on our
commitment to standards-based open platform solutions and developing new areas like Business Intelligence
Services. Christian will be reporting to Eric Fullerton, CEO of Vicon.
Christian comes with a strong international background in product management, sales, marketing and other strategic
roles for nearly 20 years. In various Senior Management positions with high tech companies, Christian and his teams
have been responsible for delivering solid results while implementing high growth strategies and successful business
plans. Prior to engaging with Vicon, Christian held senior management positions at Milestone Systems and was most
recently Vice President for Corporate Marketing and Strategic Alliances. Before joining Milestone Systems, Christian
spent 11 years with Intel and Giga in global product and sales management roles. Christian holds a degree in Business
Engineering from the Danish Technical University.
“I’m excited to join Vicon and look forward to engaging in strategic product and technology projects, as well as leading
the development of the corporate strategic direction for the New Vicon - all with a focus on obtaining new levels of
growth and innovation” said Christian Bohn.
Eric Fullerton, Vicon Industries CEO, commented, “As part of the corporate strategic direction of the New Vicon,
Christian brings a wealth of experience and industry knowledge needed to help drive our business efforts forward. We
view his contribution as a sign of our commitment to bringing innovation and exceptional service to the security
market. I am confident that Christian will play a key role in providing and implementing new standards-based open
platform solutions as well as business intelligence services for our clients.”

For 48 years, Vicon has been an experienced designer and manufacturer of video management software, high-performance
megapixel IP cameras, video storage solutions and access control systems and is unrivaled in its experience in the surveillance
market. Vicon combines a complete security solution with a vast team-ecosystem of business and technology partners to bring the
most comprehensive security solution in the market. Vicon is dedicated to driving innovative technology and enabling users to
deliver enhanced security protection and monitoring.
For more information about Vicon, which is publicly traded on the New York Exchange under the symbol “VII”, please visit:
www.vicon-security.com

